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Learner Resource 1 Introduction and overview  
(AO3, AO4)

When Emily Dickinson’s manuscripts were first edited, letters were placed at the top of each page (D, F, L, P, S, N, W). 
Critics believe that the editor was organising and clustering the poems according to their themes: “N” for “Nature”, “D” 
for “Death”, and “L” for “Love/Life” etc.

In pairs, study the titles (which are also the first lines) of the poems below. Start by sorting them according to 
Dickinson’s original editor: which seem to be about Nature? Which ones seem to be about Love and Life? Which seem 
to be about Death? Put N, L or D against each title, and discuss those that do not fit any of these categories.

“Going to Heaven!” 
“There’s a certain Slant of light” 
“I felt a funeral, in my Brain” 
“The Soul selects her own Society” 
“He fumbles at your Soul” 
“After great pain, a formal feeling comes”
“I heard a Fly buzz – when I died” 
“This World is not Conclusion” 

“It was not Death, for I stood up” 
“The Soul has Bandaged moments” 
“I like to see it lap the Miles” 
“One need not be a Chamber – to be Haunted” 
“Because I could not stop for Death” 
“My Life had stood – a Loaded Gun” 
“A narrow Fellow in the Grass”

In class, compare your decisions. What do you notice about the use of the first person narrator? What do you notice 
about the use of emotive verbs (“I felt” etc)? What do you notice about the use of declarative sentences? As a class, can 
you predict the tone and subject matter of these poems? 

Now study the following quotes taken from the poems you are studying: 

“Going to Heaven! 
How dim it sounds!” (79)

“And I’d like to look a little more 
At such a curious Earth!” (79)

“And I, and Silence, some strange Race 
Wrecked, solitary, here.” (280)

“This is the Hour of Lead –  
Remembered, if outlived, 
As freezing persons, recollect the Snow – 
First – Chill – then Stupor – then the letting go –“ (341)

“Much Gesture, from the Pulpit 
Strong Hallelujahs roll –  
Narcotics cannot still the Tooth 
That nibbles at the soul – “ (501)

“When everything that ticked – has stopped – 
And Space stares all around – ” (510)

“The soul has moments of Escape – 
When bursting all the doors” (512)

“The Soul has Bandaged moments –  
When too appalled to stir –“ (512)
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“I willed my Keepsakes - Signed away 
What portion of me be 
Assignable – and then it was 
There interposed a Fly – “ (465)

“Ourself behind ourself, concealed – 
Should startle most.”

“The Carriage held but just Ourselves – 
And Immortality.” (712)

“For I have but the power to kill 
Without – the power to die –“ (754)

“But never met this Fellow 
Attended, or alone 
Without a tighter breathing 
And Zero at the Bone” (986)

In The Oxford Student Texts: Emily Dickinson Selected Poems, Jackie Moore has “clustered” these poems into categories 
that include: Death/immortality, Dramatic monologues, Religion, Definition/mental trauma, Nature, Psychological 
experience/personal values.

Work in pairs, or individually, and take one quote, discussing which category it seems to fit and why. If your category 
is psychological experience/personal values, for example, what aspect of experience is your quote illustrating? What 
words in your quote suggest that this poem could be termed as being about nature/death/religion etc?

Now pick another that seems to be in the same category as yours. What similarities do you notice in terms of: 

•	 Use of abstract nouns

•	 Use of punctuation

•	 Use of sound

•	 Use of capitals

•	 Choice of narrator

•	 Parallel lexis

•	 Use of figurative language?

You may choose to compare your choices with Jackie Moore’s categorisation of these poems on page 202 of  
The Oxford Student Texts: Emily Dickinson Selected Poems. 

As a class, record your ideas into a diagram that summarises all your initial impressions of the characteristics of 
Dickinson’s poems.

You may choose to return to this activity as you learn more about each poem: just how accurate were your initial 
assessments?
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